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**Operation overview**

This operation involves a network of at least 49 Facebook groups and pages sharing plagiarized political content, primarily hosted on off-platform domains. It appears likely that the business model of this content farming network is based around cultivating large, organic audiences for Facebook pages and groups, and then selling those assets off on the lucrative re-sale market.

ISD has determined that these Facebook assets are connected to each other and operate as a network through direct connections, for example pages being administrators of groups; individual user accounts acting as administrators of multiple groups all sharing the same content and exhibiting the same behavior; and through indirect indicators such as patterns of sharing behavior.

The network content is plagiarized from a range of fringe pro-Trump sources such as We Love Trump, MAGA Conservatives, Steve Bannon’s War Room Pandemic, conspiracy influencer Mel K and others. As will be discussed below, the network operators have used homoglyphs to help conceal this plagiarism and to smuggle banned content onto Facebook’s platform.

ISD has found strong evidence to attribute this activity to a small number of individuals based primarily in Asia, in particular Vietnam and Indonesia. ISD has chosen not to publicly identify these individuals to protect their privacy. The individuals appear to be young professionals and university students, some of whom have studied internationally in English-speaking countries and therefore likely speak the language well.

There is no indication of any political motive behind their activities. The same individuals have engaged in content farming on a range of other topics, such as ‘wholesome’ content or TV shows, and some of this activity is occurring alongside or even mixed in with the political content. It appears highly likely that the motive behind this network is commercial. A number of tactics and methods used by the network reflect the murky nature of the marketplace for these sorts of operations, including the use of hacked accounts and homoglyphs, a technique often used by hackers and fraudsters.

While the motive may be commercial, however, the impact is political. Unlike many politically motivated foreign influence efforts, this network appears to be gaining significant authentic engagement with Facebook users around divisive and often misleading political content. This is particularly the case for users who are looking for content which has otherwise been banned from Facebook.

For example while QAnon is (in theory) banned from Facebook, many Facebook users are still hungry for that content. While actual QAnon influencers have struggled to re-establish a substantial foothold on the platform, these professional content farmers evidently have the nous to evade Facebook’s bans and bring QAnon content back onto the platform. In fact, the combination of high demand and relatively low competition is likely to be beneficial for them.

The business model of this network is slightly puzzling. It is not following the obvious path to monetization through running ads on its domains. The most likely explanation may be that they are farming Facebook itself. There is a lucrative market for Facebook groups and pages with large, authentic audiences. As speculation, this network may operate as a farmer and broker for Facebook assets: creating or purchasing pages and groups and using highly engaging content to attract real Facebook users, with the goal of selling those assets off when they reach a certain size.
The network does not appear to produce any original content. Instead, it reproduces content likely to appeal to US-based conservative, pro-Trump and conspiracy theory audiences.

The articles reproduced on its domains are stolen from a range of sources, including fringe media sites like Gateway Pundit, pro-Trump sites such as WeLoveTrump.com, MAGAConservatives.com or AmericanLookout.com.

The narratives which the network chooses to highlight are overwhelmingly pro-Trump and anti-Democrat. They include baseless allegations of voter fraud in the US 2020 elections, and articles about supposed ‘election audits’ in several states which have likewise been repeatedly discredited.

At least two pages in the network have posed as Mel K, an influencer and online talk show host who has repeatedly promoted conspiracy theories including election fraud, as well as QAnon content and guests.

However, the most overtly QAnon content is in livestreams which the network broadcasts from a small number of its accounts.

These videos appear to be taken from a separate content farming operation on YouTube and Telegram (discussed in Case Study 2). However, these two networks do not appear to be directly connected to one another, or to the operation discussed in Case Study 3. The nature of the relationship between the three networks is murky, and is discussed further in the Discussion section.

The videos consist of a still image, usually of Trump, the White House or some other patriotic American motif, overlaid with stock footage of a person talking in one corner and an animated animal in the other. This visual content is completely disconnected from the audio, apart from some videos which include subtitles. The audio content appears to be ripped from livestreams of fringe online talk shows and podcasts, including Bannon’s War Room as well as explicitly QAnon-focused shows.

As with the other content, the goal of these livestreaming pages is likely to be building up an organic following for the pages.
Case Study 1: Farming Facebook

Over the course of the investigation, ISD observed at least 49 pages and groups associated with the network. The true total number which the network has used over time is likely to be much higher, however. ISD has determined that these Facebook assets are connected to each other and operate as a network through direct connections, for example pages being administrators of groups; individual user accounts acting as administrators of multiple groups all sharing the same content and exhibiting the same behavior; and through indirect indicators such as patterns of sharing behavior.

Over the course of the investigation, a large number of pages and groups were removed by Facebook, presumably for suspicious or inauthentic behavior. However, these were swiftly and smoothly replaced, with little apparent disruption to the rest of the network. It seems likely that a certain rate of attrition is a normal and expected part of this sort of Facebook farming. As pages and groups went down and were replaced, the network leveraged their existing audiences across to the new assets by using remaining pages to cross-post and inviting followers to join new groups.

The pages and groups pose as pro-Trump political discussion spaces, fan pages for particular political celebrities (for example Candace Owens or Kayleigh McEnany) or position themselves as local news sources.

Many of these assets have tens of thousands of followers or group members, and generate seemingly organic engagement from real American Facebook users on the articles they post.

While some of the pages are newly created, a significant number have been used for a multitude of other purposes over a period of several years.

The diversity of topics and languages (including Indonesian and Portuguese) shown in the previous page names makes it seem likely that some of these assets may have been purchased from elsewhere. Others appear to be redirected from the network’s other lines of content.

Fig 3: Screenshot of invitation to Facebook followers of a page in the network to join a new group. This group was created days after several previous groups were removed by Facebook.

Fig 4: Screenshot of ‘Alaska Breaking Updates’, a page which is part of the network.

Fig 5: Page History panes for three Facebook pages involved in the network showing multiple name changes.
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Fig 6: Screenshot of ‘Archives of Britcom’ Facebook page

Fig 7: Screenshots of page and group

Fig 8: Screenshot of post from a likely hacked account

Fig 9: Screenshots of page transparency panes for two pages involved in the network, showing they are managed by ‘NON PROFIT FOOTBALL CLUB’ located in Fairfield in Melbourne, Australia.
In the example above, a page which was previously used for content farming relating to British TV shows has been re-purposed for US political content but, as can be seen, the page has not been thoroughly cleaned of previous content.

The names of the groups and pages which the network operates are a useful indication of the audiences they are targeting. Over the course of ISD’s investigation the network cycled through several groups, with names including ‘US Conservatives’, ‘MAGA Community’, ‘Conservative Talks’ and ‘Republican Voices.’ Pages likewise have names clearly intended to draw in US conservatives, Republican supporters and Trump fans.

There have also been clear efforts to specifically cultivate popularity among QAnon followers. For example, posts from apparently hacked accounts sharing network content into groups use the QAnon catchphrase ‘WWG1WGA’.

According to Facebook page transparency data, a number of the pages used in the network are managed by an organization called ‘NON PROFIT FOOTBALL CLUB’ which has completed Facebook’s verification process. This organization appears likely to have been verified during the period in which one of the network operators was studying in Melbourne, Australia, and may have been a legitimate page at the time before being repurposed for other ends.

The use of recycled assets appears to help the network to easily and efficiently compensate for the assets they lose to Facebook moderation.
ISD’s investigation has identified five domains being used by the network for political content at the time of investigation in August and September 2021. As with the Facebook assets above, it seems likely that there may have been other domains used in the past by the same network.

These domains are:
1. socialtimenews.com
2. vtc-news.com
3. readydailytimes.com
4. media48post.com
5. hottodaynews.com
6. breaking99times.com

Domains 1-4 on this list were registered in June and July 2021, and are linked to the same Google Analytics account also used by the network for other content lines such as TV shows and ‘wholesome’ content. Hottodaynews.com and breaking99times.com were registered in around the same period but are not linked to the Google Analytics account.

CrowdTangle data shows that in June and July, these domains were used to share news and articles to Facebook in Bangla. This appears to have been activity unrelated to the current network’s operations. Around July 3rd, however, there is an abrupt change in behavior from the domains as they suddenly begin posting in English about US political and conspiracy topics. It seems likely that on or around July 3 the domains were sold on by their original creators to the network operators in Vietnam.

The network operators have made little if any effort to make the sites look like legitimate news organizations. In several cases, they have not even bothered to replace the default header image for the ‘Jannah news’ theme they have used for the sites.

Another notable aspect of the domains is that, as of September 2021, they do not appear to be running advertisements. This combined with the lack of effort in disguising the domains as legitimate news sites suggests that the domains themselves are tools to an end rather than the focus of the network’s business model. This supports the theory that the network is primarily about farming Facebook assets.
Fig 11: Screenshots of CrowdTangle data for two domains, showing behavioral shift on July 3rd.
Use of hacked accounts

In Facebook groups operated by the network, a large number of article links to the domains are shared by what appear at first glance to be authentic Facebook users. However, a closer inspection reveals indications that at least some of these personal accounts may have been hacked.

For example, the last public activity on a number of the profiles is to share several identical and highly specific Facebook fundraisers. This is a common way in which hackers attempt to monetize hacked Facebook accounts. Unless all of these individuals happen to have the same uncle, it seems highly likely that they have been hacked by the same group.

In several cases, what appear to be the original account owners and their friends and family have posted on the account saying that it has been hacked.

It is not clear whether the network involved in this operation were directly involved in either the account hacking or attempted scam fundraisers. It is possible that this is the case, but it is also possible that they purchased the hacked accounts through a dealer.

The benefit of using hacked accounts to share the article links is likely to be two-fold. Firstly, it makes the sharing behavior look more natural for the authentic users in their groups. Secondly, it makes the sharing behavior look more natural for Facebook’s automated content moderation systems. Whereas a newly created account sharing multiple links to the same
domain might be flagged up as suspicious by content moderation algorithms, the same behavior from an account with an otherwise normal pattern of behavior in the past is more likely to pass unnoticed.
Use of homoglyphs

A striking and interesting feature of the operation is its consistent use of homoglyphs.

Homoglyphs are two characters which appear very similar or identical to the human eye. To computers, however, they are two different characters. Take the example below:

To a casual reader, the highlighted character appears to be a lower-case letter ‘r’, albeit perhaps in a strange font. However, in reality it is ɾ, a linguistic symbol for a voiced alveolar flap, and that is how a computer or an algorithm reads it.

Larger font in headlines on the domain makes it easier to see which characters have been substituted for homoglyphs.

This technique of switching characters for a doppelganger is commonly used in what are referred to as homoglyph attacks, in which fraudsters, phishers and hackers attempt to fool users into clicking on dangerous links or domains disguised as legitimate ones.

In this context, however, the purpose appears to be different. It seems likely that the goal here is to blind Facebook’s content moderation algorithms. This allows the network to smuggle banned content onto the platform, and to post repeatedly about divisive topics without throwing up red flags which might contribute to their assets being taken down.

Although perhaps not a goal of the network operators, it also means their articles do not automatically have Facebook fact-check or warning labels appended to them.

The minimal effort put into making the domains appear legitimate and lack of advertising supports the hypothesis that the Facebook assets are the true vehicle for monetization.
Engagement and impact

This network has been successful in generating significant engagement from Facebook users. Many of its posts have hundreds of reactions, comments and shares. While hacked accounts have been used to share links, there is no indication that the accounts engaging with the network’s content have also been hacked. Instead, this appears to be authentic engagement from real Facebook users.

The frequent deletions and replacement of Facebook groups and pages means that engagement data from those pages is no longer available for external researchers. This makes it impossible for ISD to put a precise number on how much engagement the network has been able to generate over time.

CrowdTangle data collected on 21 October found 33,114 comments on articles from the network, and 180,278 other interactions since 3 July. However, this does not account for the large number of groups and pages which have been deleted, meaning the true number of comments and interactions is likely to be very significantly higher.

Another sign that the network is gaining organic traction are shares of articles from their domains on Twitter. Over the week preceding October 6th links to the network’s articles were shared 42 times on Twitter. ISD investigated this activity but found no indications that it was coordinated or inauthentic. The network itself does not appear to be operating on Twitter. The shares on Twitter appear to be coming from real users who have visited the domains and clicked the Twitter share buttons. While shares are obviously at a low level, the fact that they are happening at all reflects organic engagement.

The impact of networks such as this are notoriously hard to measure. Researcher Ben Nimmo has proposed one framework for doing so called the ‘Breakout Scale’. On this scale, the network discussed here would likely sit under Category Two. It has achieved organic engagement and shares (or breakouts) across Facebook and to a much smaller extent on Twitter, but does not appear to have gone significantly viral outside its immediate Facebook following. This is complicated by the fact that the content itself is plagiarized, however.

Another way of gauging the impact of the network on the users who follow it is analyzing the kinds of comments which their posts attract. Many of the network’s posts generate hundreds of reactions and comments, most of which are highly politicized, partisan and often antagonistic.

In the comments, users promote and share conspiracy theories about election fraud, QAnon, or about individuals such as Hillary Clinton, Bill Gates and Nancy Pelosi. While in most cases these are likely to be beliefs which these individuals already hold, the network is effectively providing content which affirms those beliefs and the opportunity to engage and connect with others who hold the same beliefs.

The fact that this network is creating sources and hubs for discussion of QAnon and related conspiracy theories is significant. Facebook has been reasonably successful in marginalizing the QAnon community on its platform (although not in eradicating it).
However, the individuals behind this network are professionals. They are persistent, efficient, opportunistic, and they know the tricks which work best to smuggle banned content onto platforms. Where their efforts fail, and an asset is lost to them, they simply start again. Evidently their efforts are succeeded at least often enough to make it financially viable.

If this were the only network of its kind, the overall impact would be minimal. However, the case study presented here is just one example of an increasingly global industry in creating or amplifying disinformation, conspiracy theories and divisive political content for commercial gain. While each operator may have only a low level of impact individually, the cumulative effect of hundreds or thousands of networks may be profound.

Fig 17: Screenshots of comments repeating conspiracy theories including about election fraud in the US 2020 Presidential Election and QAnon related conspiracy theories.
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